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DETAILED ACTION

1. Claims 1-19 are pending and are presented for examination. A formal action on the

merits of claims 1-19 follows.

Claim Rejections - 35 USC § 103

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. 103(a) which forms the basis for all

obviousness rejections set forth in this Office action:

(a) A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not identically disclosed or described as set forth in

section 102 of this title, if the differences between the subject matter sought to be patented and the prior art are

such that the subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time the invention was made to a person

having ordinary skill in the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability shall not be negatived by the

manner in which the invention was made.

3. Claims 1-3, 5, 7, 9-11, 14 and 16-18 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being

unpatentable over Conner et al. (U.S. 6,718,515) in view of Garrison (U.S. 6,336,1 14).

Regarding claim 1, Conner teaches the invention substantially as claimed, a method for

dynamically generating tables for web pages, said method comprising the steps of:

analyzing a form head of a web page for accessing object information of a data binding

object that is used to transfer information between said web page and a computer browser

[Conner - Figure 2, Col. 4 lines 59-67 - Col. 5 lines 1-25 and lines 38-50 and Col. 6 lines 23-

54 - Webpage is required to be analyzed by browser in order to process and display

information. Upon analyzing tags and code, object information, i.e. JSP code, of the table

is processed which allows the dynamic generation of a webpage table to occur by invoking

the proper methods, i.e. rawDataGetter, etc, to generate, populate and format the table];
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obtaining a text attribute of a table object included in said web page [Conner — Col. 5

lines 63-67 - Formatter assigns attributes to cell data, i.e. font attribute]; and

displaying said table object in said web page by using said text attribute [Conner Col.

5 lines 7-10 and Col. 6 lines 4-19 - Web content is returned to the client, i.e. displayed. This

display includes the customized web content, i.e. dynamic table, which includes the text

attribute formatting, i.e. font, as described above].

Conner fails to explicitly teach a user priority.

Garrison, however, discloses a method for restricting access to certain data tables within a

database to users who do not have the privilege or access, i.e. user priority, to view the

information [Garrison — Col. 5 lines 55-67 - Col. 7 lines 1-14].

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made

to incorporate the restricting of data access by privilege, i.e. user priority, as taught by Garrison

into the invention of Conner, in order to keep information private and accessible only to

authorized users with a given privilege or access level [Garrison -- Col. 1 lines 13-20].

Regarding claim 2, Conner-Garrison teach the invention substantially as claimed, as

aforementioned in claim 1 above, including wherein said data binding object is embedded in said

web page for transferring information [Conner -- Figure 2 and Col. 4 lines 59-67 - Col. 5 lines

1-10 - Webpage, after being requested by browser, is parsed and processed. This

processing of code, which is embedded in the webpage, allows access to the object, i.e. JSP

code and servlet, to generate the dynamic table].
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Regarding claim 3, Conner-Garrison teach the invention substantially as claimed, as

aforementioned in claim 2 above, including wherein said data binding object is a data source

object [Conner — Col. 5 lines 38-44 - Data source object is the table] derived from a dynamic

hypertext markup language (DHTML) [Conner Col. 4 lines 59-67 - Col. 5 lines 1-10 and

Col. 7 lines 56-58 - Dynamic HTML (DHTML) is achieved through using java as a

scripting language, i.e. JavaScript].

Regarding claim 5, Conner-Garrison teach the invention substantially as claimed, as

aforementioned in claim 1 above, wherein said text attribute comprises text contents [Conner —

Col. 5 lines 54-58 - Text attribute and contents are the cell data used to populate the table]

and a font attribute [Conner -- Col. 5 lines 58-67 - Font attribute allows fonts of table data

and headings to be specified].

Regarding claims 7, 9-10 and 1 1, these are system claims corresponding to the method

claimed in claims 1, 2-3 and 5 above respectively. They have similar limitations; therefore,

claims 7, 9-10 and 1 1 are rejected under the same rationale.

Regarding claim 14, Conner teaches the invention substantially as claimed, a computer-

readable storage medium for storing computer executable instructions for performing the

dynamic table generation [Conner — Col. 4 lines 23-40]. The remaining limitations of the claim

are similar to the limitations of the method claimed in claim 1. Therefore, claim 14 is rejected

under the same rationale.
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Regarding claims 16-17 and 18, these are computer-readable medium claims

corresponding to the method claimed in claims 2-3 and 5 respectively. They have similar

limitations; therefore, claims 16-17 and 18 and rejected under the same rationale.

4. Claims 4, 8 and 15 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Conner et al. (U.S. 6,718,515) and Garrison (U.S. 6,336,1 14), as applied to claims 1, 7 and 14

above respectively, in view ofBowman-Amuah (U.S. 6,615,253).

Regarding claim 4, Conner-Garrison teach the invention substantially as claimed, as

aforementioned in claim 1 above, wherein said analyzing step comprises the steps of:

obtaining a parameter title from said data binding object and a parameter value for said

parameter title [Conner Col. 5 lines 58-67, Col. 8 lines 50 and Col. 9 lines 34-36 -

Parameter title obtained is the name of the attribute associated with the object, i.e. 'font

color' or 'font size
9

, and the parameter value is the value associated with the title or

attribute, i.e.
63' or 'red']; and

generating object information by using said parameter title, and said parameter value

[Conner Col. 5 lines 51-67 - Table information is generated by invoking a method to get

the data for populating the cells along with using the parameter values for formatting the

generated table].
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Conner-Garrison, while implied, fails to explicitly disclose the obtaining of an object and class

identification.

Bowman-Amuah, however, discloses obtaining a Class_K) as a first attribute [Bowman-Amuah

-- Col. 279 lines 27-33] along with an object ID [Bowman-Amuah -- Col. 192 lines 1-16].

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made

to incorporate the use of class and object ID's as taught by Bowman-Amuah into the invention of

Conner-Garrison, in order to provide table optimizations for faster loading and accessing

[Bowman-Amuah -- Col. 192 lines 8-16].

Regarding claim 8, this is a system claim corresponding to the method claimed in claim

4. It has similar limitations; therefore, claim 8 is rejected under the same rationale.

Regarding claim 15, this is a computer-readable medium claim corresponding to the

method claimed in claim 4. It has similar limitations; therefore, claim 15 is rejected under the

same rationale.

5. Claims 6, 12-13 and 19 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. 103(a) as being unpatentable over

Conner et al. (U.S. 6,718,515) and Garrison (U.S. 6,336,1 14), as applied to claims 1, 7, 12 and

14 above respectively, in view of Roberts et al. (U.S. 6,560,633).
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Regarding claim 6, Conner-Garrison teach the invention substantially as claimed, as

aforementioned in claim 1 above, including:

displaying selected table objects in said web page by using said text attribute [Conner —

Col. 5 lines 7-10 and Col. 6 lines 4-19 - Web content is returned to the client, i.e. displayed.

This display includes the customized web content, i.e. dynamic table, which includes the

text attribute formatting, i.e. font, as described above] and said user priority [Garrison —

CoL 5 lines 55-67 - Col. 7 lines 1-14].

Conner-Garrison fail to explicitly teach inputting a selection command to indicate selection

status of a table object.

Roberts, however, discloses a method for creating network services which provides a dynamic

webpage allowing users to interact with webpage tables in order to select and sort a column or to

select a row to view more detailed information [Roberts Col. 13 lines 49-67].

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made

to incorporate the interactive webpage tables, i.e. sorting and viewing detailed information of a

selected row or column, as taught by Roberts into the invention of Conner-Garrison, in order to

provide users/clients with a variety of capabilities to efficiently customize applications, i.e. web

pages, at runtime [Roberts -- Col. 2 lines 22-32],

Regarding claim 12, Conner-Garrison teach the invention substantially as claimed, as

aforementioned in claim 7 above, but fails to explicitly teach table style generating responsive to

selection command for varying the status of table objects.
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Roberts, however, discloses a method for creating network services which provides a dynamic

webpage allowing users to interact with webpage tables in order to select and sort a column or to

select a row to view more detailed information [Roberts — Col. 13 lines 49-67].

It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art at the time the invention was made

to incorporate the interactive webpage tables, i.e. sorting and viewing detailed information of a

selected row or column, as taught by Roberts into the invention of Conner-Garrison, in order to

provide users/clients with a variety of capabilities to efficiently customize applications, i.e. web

pages, at runtime [Roberts — Col. 2 lines 22-32].

Regarding claim 13, Conner-Garrison-Roberts teach the invention substantially as

claimed, as aforementioned in claim 12 above, wherein said selection command is used for

designating the selection status of said table object [Roberts — Col. 13 lines 54-56 and Col. 15

lines 1-3 ~ User selects table object, i.e. column, by clicking mouse in order to sort the

contents].

Regarding claim 19, this is a computer-readable medium claim corresponding to the

method claimed in claim 6. It has similar limitations; therefore, claim 19 is rejected under the

same rationale.
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Conclusion

6. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered pertinent to applicant's

disclosure.

- Rheaume (U.S. 6,247,01 8) discloses a method for automatically processing a file to

generate a table or database.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier communications from the

examiner should be directed to Thomas J. Mauro Jr. whose telephone number is 703-605-1234.

The examiner can normally be reached on M-F 8:00a.m. - 4:30p.m..

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are unsuccessful, the examiner's

supervisor, David A. Wiley can be reached on 703-308-5221 . The fax phone number for the

organization where this application or proceeding is assigned is 703-872-9306.

Information regarding the status of an application may be obtained from the Patent

Application Information Retrieval (PAIR) system. Status information for published applications

may be obtained from either Private PAIR or Public PAIR. Status information for unpublished

applications is available through Private PAIR only. For more information about the PAIR

system, see http://pair-direct.uspto.gov. Should you have questions on access to the Private PAIR

system, contact the Electronic Business Center (EBC) at 866-217-9197 (toll-free).
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